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Final Frontier Design (FFD) has continued development and testing of our Intra-Vehicular Activity (IVA) 

space suit.  A human rating program for the IVA suit has been refined, and baseline requirements for the suit have 
been developed and reviewed.  Multiple hardware elements of the suit and associated systems have been developed 
and refined, including the pressure regulator and measurement system, helmet spray bar, and a seat. FFD with 
Integrated Spaceflight Services (ISS) flew a series of 3 microgravity flights with the National Research Council (NRC) 
of Canada to further IVA suit flight development. FFD and ISS have performed further ground based training, 
including fitting and pressurizing more than 90 people in the suit, and refining fit and training procedures in the 
process. 
 
Nomenclature  
 
AM  Additive Manufactured 
APR   Automatic Pressure Regulator 
APReS  Automatic Pressure Regulation System 
CAD  Computer-aided design 
CSC  Commercial Space Capabilities 
DGP  Digital Gauge Platform 
ERAU  Embry Riddle Aeronautical University 
FFD  Final Frontier Design 
FIT  Florida Institute of Technology 
ISS  Integrated Spaceflight Services 
IVA  Intra Vehicular Activity 
NRC  National Research Council of Canada 
PoSSUM Polar Suborbital Sciences in the Upper Mesosphere 
PRV  Pressure Relief Valve 
PTT  Push to Talk 
QDs  Quick Disconnects 
SAA  Space Act Agreement 
scfm  Standard cubic feet per minute 
SSQ  Simulator Sickness Questionnaire 
TLX  Task Load Index 
VOX  Voice Operated eXchange 
 

I.  Introduction 
 

Final Frontier Design (FFD) has continued testing and development of an Intra-Vehicular Activity (IVA) space suit 
for use in multiple flight scenarios.  The goal of this suit is to create an affordable, lightweight, and high performance IVA 
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suit which can operate at safe pressures for suborbital or orbital flight, adjust to a wide range of sizes, accommodate a large 
range of motion, and adapt to a variety of vehicles and missions.  FFD was awarded a Space Act Agreement (SAA) with the 
Commercial Space Capabilities Office (CSC) at NASA to develop and execute a human rating program for our IVA suit.  
Previous ICES papers in 2015 and 2016 have outlined FFD’s experimental testing in aircraft and simulators, as well as 
defined the general architecture and prior conclusions.1,2,3 

FFD has developed a Concept of Operations for our IVA suit, which outlines the overall architecture, ground 
support equipment, and major interfaces required for safe operation, as well as a generic checklist for pressurized operations.  
The concept of operations draft is deliberately open ended to allow for many different possible flight scenarios.  FFD has 
categorized our IVA suits into different levels, creating a range of performance and pricing for different customer. (Table 1) 

 
Table 1.  FFD IVA Suit Levels 

Suit Name Mission Concept Suit Primary Function Operating Pressure Price 

Terra Ground Based, Above Ambient Training +2.5 psid mixed gas $$ 

Stratos High Altitude, Balloon, Suborbital 
Flights 

Redundant pressure protection 
for high altitude flights  

+3.5 psid pure O2 $$$ 

Exos Orbital Space Flights IVA space suit +5 psid pure O2 $$$$ 

 
 

Based on our Concept of Operations document, FFD has 
developed a generic set of requirements for our IVA space suit.  The 
generic requirements are intended to address a variety of different potential 
flight scenarios, without committing to a specific vehicle.  Beyond the 
development of a rigorous set of overarching requirements, FFD has 
further upgraded multiple hardware elements of the suit, most especially 
the pressure regulation and measurement system, helmet ventilation 
manifold, and seat interfaces.   

Finally, FFD has partnered with Integrated Spaceflight Services 
(ISS) to execute a series of human in the loop tests of the IVA space suit 
system.  This includes ground-based testing in simulators designed around 
suborbital science missions, as well as higher fidelity microgravity tests 
that will be used to validate suit functionality in a variety of flight 
scenarios. 
 

II. Methods 
 
A.  Human Rating Plan Development 

FFD conducted a System Requirements Review in September, 
2016, with a thorough review of our human rating package.  Our guiding 
document is the NASA 8705.2B, NASA’s Human Rating Requirements,  
which defines the content of the package.  The package includes a               
management plan, safety and mission assurance plan, hazard analysis, 
concept of operations, and requirements and validations matrix.  The goal  
was a broadly defined and generic template, from which to create more         Figure 1.  FFD’s IVA Space Suit 
specific requirements for specific vehicles and scenarios. 

The requirements for the suit were refined over a series of drafts.  The requirements are broken into 3 categories: 
Functional Performance, Design and Construction, and Project Management.  These requirements were developed with 
reference to multiple NASA Standards and Handbooks, including the NASA STD-3001, STD-5001, STD-6001, STD-6016, 
CCT-REQ-1130, and JSC-08080-2A. 

The Functional Performance category of requirements defines 4 possible modes of the suit: Visor Up Mode (for 
vehicle ingress and non-critical flight operations), Visor Down Mode (for critical flight stages including launch, re-entry, 
docking, and engine burn), Emergency Pressure Mode (craft supplied oxygen in case of fire or hazardous atmosphere), and 
Suit Supplied Emergency Pressure Mode (suit oxygen canister for vehicle escape). The suit requirements include useful and 
timely transitions between these modes.  The Functional Performance category also defines suit operating pressures, proof 
and burst pressures, allowable leakage rates, human interfaces and metabolic rate requirements, and other functional 
requirements. These have been developed in consultation with NASA standard space suit practice. 
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The Design and Construction category of IVA suit requirements focuses on the materials and processes of the suit, 
including overall weight and volume, minimum radii, outer garment flammability ratings, wear and tear resistance, safety 
features such as two way closure releases and fault tolerances, vehicle interfaces, and failure propagation controls. 

The Project Management category of requirements covers materials certifications, equipment maintenance, 
classification of flight and non-flight hardware, stocking rules for spaceflight materials, defined reuse of flight equipment 
rules, and overall system security.  

As part of the overall risks associated with this project, risks from manufacturing inconsistencies have been 
identified as potential hazard areas.  It is critical that the materials and processes associated with creating flight ready 
hardware are clearly defined, tested, and understood, prior to implementation and flight.  FFD has developed a manufacturing 
process control system, to include a detailed order of operations for each subsystem of the IVA suit, along with a supervisor 
sign-off for each subsystem assembly.  The fabric welding process in particular has been identified as a potentially variable 
and failure prone aspect of manufacturing; for this reason FFD has prioritized tooling upgrades of our fabric welding 
equipment.  We have also created a table of appropriate weld temperatures, pressures, and times for various fabric 
thicknesses and weights, and implemented a startup / shutdown sample documentation and testing process for control of 
flight hardware assembly, to ensure traceable and dependable life-critical fabric welds.   

Materials control represents another side to manufacturing risk control, and poses a complex set of challenges to 
fully document and understand.  FFD has categorized all the materials used in our IVA suit, with special attention paid to 
include only stock service, repeatable materials, from U.S. based vendors, with traceable lots.  From this master list, some 
priority materials, which cover large areas of the suit, were selected for preliminary toxicity testing. 

Toxicity testing of these materials was conducted with the assistance of NASA and Wyle toxicology and air quality 
monitors, in order to determine the T value (defined as the sum of the ratio of measured concentrations to our spacecraft 
maximum allowable concentrations).  Test samples in representative lots and sources were off gas tested at 50°C for 72 
hours, as is required for testing of assembled items in NASA-STD-6001B.  Maximum T values were defined by the STD-
6001 as acceptable if less than 0.5. 

 
B. Hardware Development 

Multiple hardware elements of the IVA suit and 
associated system have been developed or refined in 
2016.  These include the Automatic Pressure Regulation 
System or APReS, the helmet’s helmet ventilation 
manifold, the Digital Gauge Platform (DGP), and a 
customized flight seat. 
 
1. APReS 

An automatic pressure regulation system was 
identified as a critical and important element for FFD’s 
IVA suit system. FFD developed the APReS as a flight 
level alternative to our manually adjusted pressure 
regulator, which has a simple manual spring and poppet 
mechanism.  While the manually adjusted pressure 
regulator is robust enough to handle heavy user wear and 
capable of achieving the desired pressure range, manual 
adjustment of the pressure regulator in flight is not ideal.  
Ideally the pressure regulator should maintain certain 
pressure settings automatically, in case of a rapid 
depressurization or slow leak, to lessen the user interface   Figure 2. CAD Model of FFD’s APReS 
load, reduce the chance of user error, and to ensure that an  
unconscious or incapable subject retains the proper suit pressure. 

FFD’s APReS consists of an Automatic Pressure Regulator (APR-3) and a Pressure Relief Valve (PRV-4).   FFD 
developed the current design in Solidworks, around a market available aerospace-grade stainless steel bellows.  The bellows 
is sealed at sea level (approximately 14.7 psia); the constant mass of gas sealed within causes the bellows to expand when 
exposed to lower pressures or temperatures.  This bellows lies in-line with the spring and poppet mechanism of the regulator. 
If ambient pressure surrounding the bellows decreases, the bellows will expand, thereby automatically regulating the interior 
suit pressure higher.  The entire regulation mechanism can be adjusted using the main handle cap, and can be fine-tuned in 
testing using a bellows set screw.  The PRV-4 of the APReS is also adjustable, with a range of +2 to +6 psid.  The PRV-4 is 
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normally closed, and opens when the differential pressure exceeds its set level.  With the PRV-4 open, excess pressure is 
released and the differential pressure is kept to below the set level.   Both the APR-3 and PRV-4 are mounted on a flange 
plate, which can be easily bonded to a space suit’s softgoods pressure garment.  A combination of commercial off the shelf 
(COTS) items, including bellows, springs, and fasteners, along with multiple AM parts, are used in the APReS assembly.  
The housing, piston rods, poppet, handle, and protective caps used in the APReS are built from Fused Deposition Modeling 
(FDM) ABS-M30. 
   

FFD has outlined the general pressure characteristics and concept of operation for our IVA suit in Table 2. 
 
  Table 2.  APReS Mode Breakdown 

Mode Scenario 

Differential 
Pressure 
Inside Suit  

Absolute 
Pressure Inside 
Suit  

Absolute 
Pressure 
Outside Suit APReS function Rule 

1- Ground Test 
Ground based 
human test 0 - 5 psid 14.7 - 19.7 psia 14.7 psia 

Variable differential 
pressure 

0 to 5 psid 
capable 

2- Proof Test 
Ground based 
proof testing 10 psid 24.7 psia 14.7 psia Closed Full seal 

3a- Nominal 
Flight Flight nominal 0 - 0.2 psid 8 - 14.7 psia 8 - 14.7 psia 

Open at Flight 
Setting 

High flow (above 
4 scfm) capable 

3b-Emergency  
Flight low 
pressure* 0-5 psid 5 - 8 psia 0 - 8 psia 

Variable pressure 
based on absolute 

8 psia oxygen 
maximum  

 

  
Figure 3. (Left) Pressure pot testing of the APReS and separate PRV 
Figure 4. (Right) Engineering article softgoods testing of the APReS with the DGP 
 

Testing of the APReS took place in-house at FFD and included confirmation of the functionality of the regulator and 
pressure relief valve.   

 
2. Helmet Ventilation Manifold 

FFD has analyzed and optimized our helmet ventilation manifold for more even and effective air flow over the visor.  
The helmet ventilation manifold is one of two ventilation manifolds in the suit, the other directing vent airflow to the arms 
and legs from the umbilical input.  Utilizing SolidWorks flow analysis software, a model of the helmet, including the visor, 
ring, hood, helmet ventilation manifold assembly, and a human head were joined in a closed assembly.  An arbitrary plane 
was drawn at the neck to contain the simulation to the helmet.  This plane was chosen for simplicity in modeling because of 
the complex geometries of the suit neck and shoulders, and will be expanded to include the helmet and torso in the future.  A 
vent for flow out was created at the base of the visor in this plane.  FFD used this model to run airflow simulations to reflect 
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how the helmet ventilation manifold distributed air inside the helmet, and whether there was any swirling which would cause 
CO2 pockets that might be detrimental to the astronaut’s health.  

 
Figure 5.  FFD’s Helmet Ventilation Manifold 

 
The project then involved modeling new ventilation manifold designs, and running simulations on those, to find a 

new design that could provide the smoothest simulated airflow possible.  Wings were added internal to the manifold to direct 
and control output flow.  Potential wing angles selected were 45, 67.5, 90 and 135 degrees. Potential wing heights were the 
total height inside the helmet ventilation manifold divided by 4, leading to maximal heights of 2 (0.33 mm increment), 4 
(0.66 mm increment), 6 (1 mm increment) and 8 (1.33 mm increment) millimeters. Finally, the radius increments were 
selected to be minimally 0 (no increment) and maximally 2 (increment of 0.33 mm). These simulations were repeated twice: 
once with the wing increments growing from the inlet (height of wing closest to inlet: 0, final wing height: max height), and 
once with the wing increments shrinking from the inlet. Finally, 5 simulations without any wings and more variances 
between radii were executed (radii increments of 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2).  Overall this led to 1 original simulation, 64 
simulations with wings, 5 without wings, and a final simulation with a NASA configuration, for a grand total of 71 flow 
simulations of the helmet ventilation manifold. 

As these simulations were run, comparisons were made between height changes, angle changes and hole radius 
changes, and a final configuration was selected.  

 
3. Digital Gauge Platform (DGP) 

FFD has also developed an Additive Manufactured (AM) digital gauge platform (DGP) to more accurately and 
consistently measure both internal and external suit pressures, as well as other critical characteristics.  The DGP is a wireless 
system, which broadcasts sensor data via a low power Bluetooth connection to a computer and / or personal electronic 
device.  The system is small and inexpensive; the goal is to employ redundant platforms on a single suit for risk mitigation.  
 The DGP currently houses 2 absolute pressure gauges, one measuring inside suit pressure, and one outside the 
pressurized volume.  The platform runs on a single alkaline battery housed outside of the pressurized suit volume for pure 
oxygen risk reduction.  The housing is designed for a bulkhead style installation onto any softgoods pressurized wall.  The 
platform is small enough to be installed in the helmet, torso, arms, or legs, with a general rule of avoiding mobility joints.   
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Figure 6.  FFD’s DGP CAD model 

 
Figure 7.  FFD’s DGP physical prototype. 
 
 
4.  Custom Seat 

FFD’s partner Integrated Spaceflight Services (ISS) has developed a prototype seat, designed around FFD’s IVA 
suit requirements and test subject feedback. This seat has been designed, built, qualified, and tested in microgravity flight, 
with the IVA suit.  Key seat design criteria include subject support and impact protection, user comfort and restrictions, range 
of motion, ease of egress and ingress, and umbilical and communications-system interfacing. 

The seat was designed by a group of ISS engineers with previous experience in human factors design on NASA’s 
Orion spacecraft. The design goal was to not to build a seat around the requirements of an existing spacecraft but rather a 
‘generalized’ seat compatible with the FFD IVA suit.  The seat should be lightweight, flame-retardant, robust, and readily 
configured to integrate into either horizontal or vertical launching vehicles.  The seat should also protect against a wide range 
of impact angles and magnitudes of force from terrestrial or water landing. For shock mitigation, support trusses were 
designed to provide maximum stroke and shock attenuation.   

A trade analysis was performed on several seat concepts, including a stress analysis. 1G ground testing was 
conducted in July, 2016 in Boulder, Colorado, for initial assessments of lateral protection, comfort, and ease of umbilical and 
harness connection with a test subject in a pressurized suit. Results of this test influenced the integration plan and design 
leading up to the microgravity flight campaign. 
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Figure 8. (Left) Project PoSSUM test subject tests range of motion in microgravity in the ISS test seat. 
Figure 9. (Right) The ISS test seat prior to aircraft integration 
 
C. Human Testing 

 
1. PoSSUM Program 

FFD suits have been tested in simulated suborbital missions in partnership with ISS, using a variety of male and 
female test subjects, heights from 59” to 77”, and ages between 18 to 60 years old.  This testing has been as part of Project 
PoSSUM educational services.  The program is administered at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University (ERAU) in Daytona 
Beach, Florida.  Project PoSSUM also operates the suit in flight-analog conditions including microgravity flight. 
 Based on a suborbital noctilucent-cloud tomography mission, Project PoSSUM (Polar Suborbital Science in the 
Upper Mesosphere) students have successfully manipulated cinematographic camera systems and other scientific payloads 
designed for this mission, while pressurized, in simulated suborbital flight. These simulated flights tested the ability of suited 
test subjects to operate instruments designed around scientific missions, and to simulate operational procedures analog to 
piloting a suborbital spacecraft. These tests have matured crew resource management techniques between suited test subjects, 
operational and training procedures, and safety protocols. 

Physiological data was obtained from 40 test subjects in 2016, using FFD IVA pressure suits as part of Project 
PoSSUM, administered at ERAU. The study yielded some data regarding participants’ stress and workload. Stress was 
assessed by a Simulator Sickness Questionnaire (SSQ). Workload was self-assessed using the Modified Cooper Harper 
Rating Scale and NASA-Task Load Index (TLX). The parameters of interest analyzed in this project were the participants’ 
skin temperature, grip strength, donning and doffing discomfort levels, and range of motion for overhead activities during a 
simulated suborbital spaceflight while wearing a pressurized IVA suit.5 
 
2. Microgravity Flights 

In November 2016, FFD and ISS flew a series of three microgravity flights with the National Research Council 
(NRC) of Canada, with an unpressurized, suited subject, and critical systems integration, including ventilation, 
communications, restraint, sensors, and seat.  The tests were designed to evaluate suit performance and systems functionality.  
They also  served as a ‘dry-run’ for future visor-down suited microgravity tests. The NRC human testing review board 
approved the flights to collect biometric data on the suited subjects after a review process.  
   The goal of these flights was to conduct a more complete systems integration of space suit components. While the 
suit was not pressurized, the pressurization system was used in flight to force air at a flow rate of 4 scfm through the open-
visor suit. The following test objectives were established: 1) test the seat/suit interface, 2) test the ability to disconnect and to 
connect umbilical leads and the communications system, 3) test communication system functionality, 4) test ability to record 
biometrics and assess general biometric parameters, and 5) test fine motor skills at bounds of operational envelope. Each 
flight consisted of a different flight research team, that included a test subject, two test assistants, a videographer, and a test 
director, as well as a standard NRC aircrew of two pilots and a flight safety officer. To reduce risk, methods of maintaining 
and monitoring pressurization systems were developed, as well as vomit protocols, prior to flight.   

FFD used three sensors to gather data on and around the suit: 1) a pressure, temperature, and humidity logger inside 
the suit, 2) a temperature and humidity logger outside the suit, and 3) a Zephyr biomedical harness on the suited subject. In 
addition, 8 GoPro cameras were mounted throughout the cabin to capture the suited subjects’ motions.  The parabolas were 
planned for each flight, as outlined in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Typical NRC flight manifest 

Parabola Scenario 

1 Acclimatization, communications system and biometric system check 

2-3 Range of Motion tests 

4-5 Umbilical and communication system engage and disengage 

6-7 Harness engage and disengage 

8-13 Busy board testing 

14-17 Seat ingress and egress 

18 Buffer 
 
Busy board testing involved switch banks that represent PoSSUM remote sensing instrumentation. During each test, 

an assistant would support the board while the suited test subject manipulated its controls. Data from seat ingress and egress 
testing were used to mature the seat design as well as the harness, communication system, and umbilical interfaces. Biometric 
and subject comfort data were used to assess the cooling flow needs and mature the design of the pressurization system. 
 

III. Results 
 
A. Results of System Requirements Review 

FFD was able to successfully complete an internal System Requirements Review of our IVA suit in September, 
2016.  This review included a complete human rating plan with several revisions of documents, including the Concept of 
Operations, Project Management Plan, Hazard Analysis, Safety and Mission Assurance Plan, and Technical Requirements 
document.  The goal of this initial package was to remain generic in vehicle architecture and flight plan, and to define the 
broadest possible set of requirements to be applicable to high altitude, suborbital, and orbital flight. 

One conclusion from these documents is how important specific flight plans are to the architecture and requirements 
of the space suit.  While FFD was able to scrub many relevant standards and documents in creation of the human rating 
package, the next steps of further defining specific requirements will need a specific vehicle and flight plan.  This baseline set 
of documents creates a useful high level framework which can be modified to address specific vehicle requirements. 

In an effort to mitigate processes risk in the manufacture of our IVA suits, FFD has purchased a roller based hot air 
fabric welder that allows precise control of weld pressure, temperature, and time, increasing our confidence in the pressure 
garment seam strength and stability. 

With our SAA, FFD completed NASA-supported toxicity testing of multiple representative suit materials, including 
the suit softgoods, seam sealant, and a 3d printed ABS plastic.  Given the estimated volume of the suit and a standard 95 liter 
human occupant, T values were calculated as appropriate for inside the suited environment.  The samples were measured 
with T values of 0.07 for the softgoods and 0.04 for the helmet ventilation manifold, nearly an order of magnitude below 
toxicity limits set by NASA of 0.5.   

 

 
Figure 10.  JSC Toxicology report for FFD’s 3d ABS-M30 printed ventilation elements 
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B. Hardware  
1. APReS 

FFD has performed pressure testing of the APReS in-house, using a controlled flow source and representative 
pressure vessels.  The goal of in house testing in ambient, sea level conditions was to confirm the functionality of the PRV, 
the ability of the system to handle the desired flow, and the accuracy and equilibrium achieved with the regulator. 

Results from the DGP of ambient pressure testing of the APReS were promising.  Very accurate, incremental 
adjustments of the internal pressure were executed, with internal pressure variability of less than ± 0.02 psid in equilibrium.  
Fine adjustment of the regulator manually allowed for dial in of pressure to within 0.05 psi.  An initial spike in pressure is 
seen when the differential reaches 5 psid (Graph 1), as the pressure relief valve engages.  With the regulator fully closed, the 
PRV maintains a constant 5 psid, as intended.   

 

 
Figure 11.  APReS Differential Testing, in psid 
 
2. Helmet Ventilation Manifold 

FFD’s original design for the helmet ventilation manifold involved simple, varying sized holes in a hollow tube 
profile over the top of the helmet. Because airflow is provided from one supply side of the manifold, and the flow is highly 
directional, a swirl effect in the visor is the modeled result. (Figure 12)   This swirl is undesirable because it can create 
pockets of CO2 in the helmet, can raise local pressures and required flow rates, and can cause higher local concentrations of 
humidity and visor fogging.  The original design has a variance in the radius of the output holes, with the hole diameters 
increasing across the helmet ventilation manifold flow.  This hole variance exacerbated the modeled swirling problem; 
through analysis we found that consistent hole sizes create a more even flow, compared to varied hole sizes. (Figure 13)   
Note that all figures presented are views of the helmet face on, visor forward.   While not visible because of the flow paths, 
these figures also include a human head inside. 
 

 
 
Figure 12. (Left) Air flow model velocity range (meters per second) (left) 
Figure 13.  (Right) FFD’s original helmet ventilation manifold air flow model, with a clear visor swirl  
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Small internal wings were integrated into the manifold model, to investigate their effect on airflow patterns.  The 

wings were varied in overall height for comparison, with fixed heights and variable heights analyzed. Through nearly 30 
individual simulations, we found the optimal configuration involved having larger wings at the inlet and a decreasing wing 
height from inlet to outlet, with an optimal max height of 6 mm. 
 

   
Figure 14 (Left).  Higher wings closer to outlet 
Figure 15 (Right).  Higher wings closer to inlet, with decreasing wing height to outlet 
 

Finally, wing angle was analyzed for its effect on flow; angles were varied to include 45°, 67.5°, 90° and 135° from 
the edge of the helmet ventilation manifold.  Smaller angles seem to increase the tendency for flow to swirl in the helmet, 
while more obtuse angles seem to aide in directing even flow over the visor.  Wing height and hole variance was not variable 
in these wing angle tests. 

  
Figure 16.  Wing angles of 67.5°   Figure 17.  Wing angles of 135° 
 

The creators of the Z2 suit went through substantial testing and concluded that a two, wide hole symmetric 
configuration would be an optimal way of distributing the air in their helmet.6 For FFD, it was worth trying out a simulation 
of that configuration with our setup, in order to comprehend their design and assess its utility for FFD’s suit.  
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Figure 18. (Left) Cross Section of the optimal, 135° manifold wing, with airflow from right to left  
Figure 19. (Right) Z2 style helmet ventilation manifold flow model in FFD’s helmet  
 

The Z2 configuration causes a lot of additional swirling in FFD’s helmet (Figure 19) likely because of the supply 
direction. In the original Z2 suit, air flows in from behind the manifold, but in FFD’s suit the air flows from a single inlet. 
This leads to flow making a large arc around the helmet. This configuration is effective with a back inlet, but with the FFD 
inlet setup from the side it seems to cause a large low-flow pocket and relatively high local flow inside the helmet ventilation 
manifold. 

 
3. Digital Gauge Platform 

The DGP was tested in-situ during our assessment of the APReS (see Figure 4).  The DGP includes ambient 
pressure sensors measuring absolute pressure, both internally and externally to the enclosed volume.  The DGP is able to 
calculate a differential in post processing.  The platform is capable of a degree of customization, because the software was 
written in-house.  Sampling rate, output format, sensor sensitivity, units, and broadcast destination can all be customized to a 
specific test setup or flight scenario.  The DGP has proven to be very effective in measuring very precisely internal, external, 
and differential pressures of the softgoods test article, down to hundredths of a psi and with multiple measurements per 
second.  

Prior to the DGP, FFD used a simple analog pressure gauge on the arm of the IVA suit.  The analog gauge has 
proven very difficult to reliably source, also difficult to source with the appropriate low pressure range of a space suit.  Items 
currently used often fail or provide false readings, and are by nature not good data sources as analog items.  For testing that 
requires careful measurement of pressure, a commercial data logger has been used inside the IVA suit; the data logger 
solution certainly provided better numerical values after testing, but was not able to broadcast live data, and could not 
measure internal and external pressure simultaneously.   The DPG offers a promising alternative to analog gauges, and is 
capable of much more complexity. 
 
4. Seat 

The seat functioned as intended and provided adequate stability during microgravity flight. Test subjects did not 
report uncomfortable interfaces or restrictions in range-of-motion; however, egress and ingress operations were complicated 
as the five harness straps tended to become misconfigured and tangled in microgravity, confusing the test subject.   

 
 

C. Human Testing 
1. PoSSUM Test Results at ERAU 

ERAU’s Pedro Llanos analyzed 40 PoSSUM students following suborbital flight simulations in 1G conditions. 
These studies report a small increase in participant’s skin temperature over a period of approximately 25 minutes during the 
time they wore the IVA suit. During this time, participants experienced moderate to slight sweating, which added to 
discomfort as they operated the instrumentation inside of ERAU’s suborbital simulator. Participant’s bare-hand grip strength 
was assessed as they mimicked the same motions that they had used while operating the instrumentation inside of the 
simulator. Dr. Llanos and his associates found that participant’s fatigue increased over time (force applied on the hand 
dynamometer decreased over time) while using the in-flight instrumentation. This finding can help assess the effects on hand 
strength from glove pressure while conducting tasks of varying workloads.5 
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2. Microgravity Flight Results 

The microgravity flights with NRC took place over four days, with multiple test subjects and useful data collected.  
The goal of these flights was to integrate systems in a flight-like environment, and to understand some basic information on 
human responses to the suited environment.  The 2016 campaign represented some major improvements over our prior year’s 
flights.  A number of improvements in our equipment and preparations allowed for much higher fidelity tests.  We compiled 
an outline of what went well for flights: 

● Pre-set Harnesses:  The shoulder straps for the harness were pre-set on the head lateral restraint plates using velcro 
tabs. This enabled much faster and easier strap location by the suited subject. The top side of the shoulder straps 
were labeled so that the suited subject would have a visual indicator that the strap buckle was properly oriented. In 
the future, these pre-sets and visual markers will be installed for the lap belts as well. 

● Communications:  All flight members were linked with headsets, allowing for clear communications between the 
suited subject and support team members. The suited subject’s headset was voice activated (VOX) and other flight 
member’s headsets were push to talk (PTT). Communications were succinct and clear.  Suit based communications 
worked well. The VOX / PTT protocol functioned as planned. 

● Suited Subject Comfort: There were no major comfort, range of motion, sizing, interference, or pain issues 
associated with wearing the suit, although inadequate ventilation during transitions from the air supply was a 
problem. 

● General Cooling: Based on numerical data and user feedback, ventilation as provided here was adequate for cooling, 
core and internal suit temperatures were never dangerous or uncomfortable. 

● Seat Interfaces: The seat and restraint system functioned well with the suit.  Interference issues between the 
umbilicals and left lap belt were noted. 

● Sensors: Collection of sensor data functioned well overall despite cross-platform time stamp challenges. 
Sensor data was compiled from the Zephyr harness and data collectors, and correlated with time.  Estimated core temperature 
of the Zephyr was noted as unreliable and that data was not included.   

 
Figure 20.  Suit internal (dark lines) and external (light lines) humidity during flight 
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The sensor data revealed baseline characteristics for the suit’s cooling system, including: 
 

● The stacked humidity data (Figure 20) has some noise in the readings, but shows a generally acceptable range of 
humidity of below 60%, and generally lower suited humidity compared to cabin humidity. 

● Humidity inside the suit generally increases until aircraft vent flow is initiated, about a third of the way through the 
measurements, and then generally decreases until the end of testing.  The decrease in internal suit humidity 
coincides with vent flow initiation.  

● Spikes in external humidity measurements occurred during flight and were variable based on the aircraft cabin 
cooling system settings. 

● The stacked temperature graph (Figure 21) of the inside compared to the outside of the suit shows the suit is 
consistently cooler or equal to the temperature in the cabin.   These measurements are all taken while airflow is 
initiated, and the cooling air supply is likely caused by the Joule-Thomson effect. 

● There is an interesting correlation between breathing rate and G-Force; there is a measureable spike in breathing rate 
as we pull G’s. 

● There is another clear correlation between the subject’s posture and G-Force comparison which confirms when the 
parabolas were. 

● Pressure readings show the consistency of the cabin pressure during flight and help to demarcate the beginning and 
end of the flights, but were otherwise not useful because the suit was not pressurized.   

 
Figure 21.  Suit internal temperature (light lines) and external temperature (dark lines) during flight. 
 
There were some notable problems and lessons learned during these flights that will be applied to future testing: 

● SCUBA tanks are limiting. The SCUBA tank air sources proved to be a limiting factor for virtually every flight.  If 
the tanks run low, the flight was required to return to base because of cooling requirements.  In addition, the logistics 
around procuring multiple tanks for the flights are both expensive and time consuming, especially in Ottawa, 
Canada.   

● Communication Cord Undone.  The communications cord plugs inside the suit came undone after the suit was 
donned on one occasion.  Connection reinforcement was not put in place, this should be controlled in protocols.     
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● Cooling Packs Difficult to Operate. The cooling packs, used as a backup to provide extra cooling of the suited 
subject, were difficult to activate.  There was a concern that they would burst open if squeezed too hard. 

● Restraint Harness Caught in Seat Framework.  The 5-point restraint harness became stuck on several occasions in 
the lattice frame of the seat.   

● White Side Disconnect Sticky.  The white marked Quick Disconnect umbilical for the suit was difficult to operate 
for the first flight.  

● Leg Bunching and Long Torso.  The suit was too long for the shortest test subjects, resulting in leg and torso 
bunching even when sized. 

● Too much cooling at feet, not enough at torso. Possibly because of the bunching in the legs, cooling was felt at the 
feet but not at the hands or torso.   

 
IV. Conclusions 

A. Human Rating Plan 
FFD has worked hard to process and draft an overarching human rating plan for several years.   The task has proven 

formidable, involving the identification and digestion of multiple guidelines and standards for spaceflight and safety, from 
both the government and industry.  The current state of our plan is well developed, but we have concluded it cannot be 
further developed without a specific vehicle and mission.  The specific vehicle scenarios will define several fundamental 
aspects of the suit.  We are motivated to work with our flight partners on suit integration and plan development. 

Our initial goal was to create an affordable, lightweight, and high performance IVA suit that can operate at safe 
pressures for both suborbital and orbital flight, adjust to a wide range of sizes, and accommodate a large range of motion and 
adapt to a variety of vehicles and missions.  The activities reported here have advanced this goal, through both general 
evaluation and validation of suit performance, and affordable, bootstrapped testing that has been performed without any 
external institutional funding.  Engineering validation and verification is often a very large cost driver for aerospace 
technology, and FFD is grateful for our partners at NASA and ISS in keeping our costs relatively constrained.    

With baseline materials toxicity testing complete, FFD is satisfied that our overall materials choices for the IVA suit 
enclosure are still valid.  The next identified step for materials qualification is pure oxygen compatibility.  FFD will follow 
the ASTM 36 guidelines for the safe use of oxygen systems.  This guideline outlines a risk management approach that 
includes the limitation of available oxygen, the amount of heat within the system, and the exposure of humans to the system.   
FFD’s process involves an overall assessment of suit gas flow, cleaning procedures, and mitigation of ignition sources to 
reduce heat risk; it is assumed the exposure of humans and the amount of oxygen available are fixed.   It is clear that all the 
materials inside the enclosure and the enclosure itself will be flammable in pure oxygen, and the reduction of risk of ignition, 
especially with electrical systems, will be the critical factor in qualifying the suit for use with pure oxygen.   

 
B. Hardware 
1. APReS 

Our initial conclusions about the APReS are promising.  We have evaluated the ambient functionality of the 
regulator, and are encouraged by its simplicity and pressure regulation performance.  It remains to test its functionality in 
below ambient pressure environments approaching vacuum.  Qualification of the bellows and adjustment of the stack height 
for specific vehicle environments will be important to increase confidence in the system.   Pressure regulation is a life critical 
function of the suit;  FFD is preparing a design review of the APReS within the context of the suit pressurization system, 
considering both mixed gas and pure oxygen scenarios, with an assessment of mitigation of hazards. 

 
2. Helmet Ventilation Manifold 

Flow simulation is not the most reliable tool, and real world testing should be used to confirm the results in this 
report. That being said, these preliminary studies show several things:  

● radius increments in the manifold holes have a negative effect on the airflow swirling; 
● wings in front of each hole cause a substantial reduction in helmet swirling if oriented correctly; 
● height increments on the wings are most efficient from inlet to outlet; 
● the optimal maximum height for the wings in this system is around 6 mm; 
● larger wing angles are more effective at stopping swirling; 
● and the Z2 configuration isn’t optimal with our type of inlet geometry.  
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These things being considered, the best solution between all of the simulations seems to be the configuration with 

the largest wing at inlet, with no radial increments, 6 mm maximum height and a 135° angle. The simulation results for that 
configuration are shown in Figures 22 and 23.  

  
Figure 22.  Front view of the optimal helmet ventilation manifold (Left) 
Figure 23.   Isometric view of the optimal helmet ventilation manifold (Right) 
 
3. DGP 

The DGP provides a useful solution for test measurements.  It is also promising for flight configurations, because it 
contains all the electronics external to the pressurized environment, retains an internal pressurized volume for the electronics, 
and utilizes a reliable external battery.  Further, The DGP is small enough and inexpensive enough to be placed in redundant 
locations in the suit.  FFD envisions future suit DGP configurations incorporating a smartphone on the arm, with 
customizable apps capable of receiving critical data including pressure and other environmental or biomedical data in real 
time for the astronaut, as well as broadcasting to a mainframe system in a vehicle or test facility.  The DGP can be used with 
many other pressure critical assemblies, including space habitats, terrestrial enclosures, boats, or other complex inflated 
systems. 

 
4. Seat 

The seat functioned as intended, and provided adequate stability as configured while maintaining test subject 
comfort and range of motion. Future seat modifications will focus on improved egress and ingress functionality by 
incorporating a standardized umbilical and communication system interface and modifying the harness with color-codes to 
reduce operator confusion and mitigate the possibility of harness entanglement. 

ISS’s Colton Crandell had conducted a structural analysis of the seat and reported a safety factor of 3.63 for the 100 
kg, 9G load applied to a 100 kg test load. Total displacements under these stresses were less than 3 mm at all parts and were 
greatest near the head support. Total weight of the seat, including shock attenuation system, is 34 kg. 

[mm] 0  3.355 
Figure 24:  ISS Seat under 9G crash loads exhibits a maximum of 3mm displacement. 
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C. Conclusions of Human Testing 
1. PoSSUM Test Results at ERAU 
 

ERAU’s Pedro Llanos reported that 29% of the participants experienced discomfort in the neck and shoulder areas 
in the 1G environment of the simulator using FFD’s pressurized suit. Further, he recorded that nearly 25% of the participants 
reported a reduction in normal cross-body reach range-of-motion. Future work involving a greater range of anthropometric 
sizes in seated positions will better quantify the operational envelope.5 

 
2. NRC Microgravity flights 

In order to mitigate the problems noticed during the 2016 flight campaign, some conclusions were made: 
● Eliminate the SCUBA tank. A blower or fan system will be used for future testing.  This will enable ground based 

testing for comparison with flight, will not limit the flight based on gas consumption, can be powered from the 
aircraft, and will greatly reduce logistics.  Further, a blower will be closer to the intended flight configuration. 

● Communication Cord Undone.  This was the result of an error in not carefully following protocol.  There are velcro 
straps pre-installed on the connectors to keep these cords in place.  A future connector will include a lock 
mechanism and be lower profile than our current general aviation configuration; one thought is to use the Adapter 
DCCI 18253G(olf)-06 that NRC currently uses both inside and outside the suit. 

● Cooling Packs Difficult to Operate. Alternative cooling packs with easy to operate buttons should be researched.  
The packs are a good idea as a backup or auxiliary to the mechanical air flow. 

● Restraint Harness Caught in Seat Framework.  The seat should be upholstered in Nomex.  The harness straps could 
benefit from a clear visual markers.  A a semi-rigid restraint structure that could facilitate ingress and egress. 

● White Side Disconnect Sticky.  This was an issue only for the first flight. The issue seemed to be resolved after 
cleaning and checking of the quick disconnects (QDs).  FFD has a goal to reduce the QDs to one single element, 
however maintenance procedures should include cleaning and inspection of the QDs. 

● Leg Bunching and Long Torso.  Two of the subjects were outliers on the short side of height.  Future tests should 
use taller subjects or utilize smaller suits. 

● Too much cooling at feet, not enough at torso. FFD is experimenting with alternative cooling flow options including 
reducing the number of hoses running down the legs to re-distribute airflow, or using a flow control system.    

 
V. Next Steps 

A. Human Rating Plan 
FFD is currently utilizing our generic human rating plan to develop specific plans for multiple flight vehicles, 

including a jet fighter, a microgravity testing scenario, and a high-altitude glider platform.  The framework is useful in both 
directions, with the generic template informing organization of vehicle plans, and the specific vehicle plans informing 
missing elements in the generic template.  With preliminary toxicity testing performed on suit critical materials, FFD is 
proceeding with pure oxygen compatibility analysis, with special attention placed on the ventilation system of the suit to 
avoid high pressure flow areas or debris causing design, along with a careful focus on controlling potential ignition sources, 
particularly the communications system, and biomedical and environmental sensors. 
 
B. Hardware Development 
1. APReS  

FFD is working with the University of Colorado, Boulder to test our APReS system in low pressure and temperature 
environments.  Our test protocol includes a fixed 4 scfm flow rate into our test article (shown in Figure 4), placed inside their 
Juno thermal vacuum chamber.  Variable depressurization times will be recorded and fine adjustments to the APReS will be 
introduced to better quantify the functionality of the system.   

 
 

2.  Helmet Ventilation Manifold 
FFD intends to further evaluate our suit’s airflow paths by expanding our helmet model to include the entire suit 

enclosure.  The evaluation of flow throughout the suit is an important part of oxygen compatibility analysis, as well as an 
effective method of reducing drag and pressure drop through the system.  A full suit flow model will also better simulate the 
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outlet vent placement effects on overall flow.  Further, effects of human respiration can affect the flow of the helmet and can 
cause stagnation of gas; inclusion of human respiration in the modeling is desired in future airflow simulations. 
 Physical measurements of airflow are difficul to capture t in a live suit environment, however FFD has developed 
and utilized a head mounted CO2 sensor with live spot measurement capability.  This will be utilized further to characterize 
the gas environment inside the helmet with the optimized helmet ventilation manifold and compare it to our original design. 
 
3.  Digital Gauge Platform 

FFD has identified several next steps for our DGP development.  It is important for the platform to have multi-
channel output to several different devices, for redundancy and ease of use.  In flight, it is envisioned that the astronaut will 
have a personal electronic device for sensor readout, with the DGP sending signals to both the user and the vehicle.  FFD 
intends to integrate the next DPG into our full suit.  An Android-based arm-mounted smartphone will be used in testing.  The 
current DGP case will be optimized to minimize volume and ease installation complexity.  Further, FFD plans on integrating 
other environmental sensors into the DGP, including temperature and humidity, as well as utilizing the accelerometer already 
integrated into the current microcontroller.  A design review and test program will be implemented to ensure the DGP can 
withstand vibration, high-g, thermal fluctuation, and pure oxygen environments. 

 
4.  Seat 

Future variations of the seat will allow for vertical-launch configurations and incorporate semi-rigid, color-coded 
harness and a rapid-disconnect umbilical and communication system interface, in order to facilitate ingress and egress 
effectiveness. Additionally, the seat will be fully covered in Nomex and better contoured to individual test subjects for 
increased comfort. These modifications will be tested in future PoSSUM simulations and microgravity flight research. 

 
C. Human Testing 
1.  PoSSUM Testing at ERAU 

In future studies, Dr. Llanos and his associates will seek to better quantify the issues of sweating in the suit, and 
better evaluate the suit’s thermal control system ability to maintain proper suit cooling levels, minimize odors resulting from 
sweat, and allow for interior temperature control by the participant.   Future PoSSUM test subjects will perform multiple 
tasks of varying workloads while wearing the suit in order to assess any changes in sweating, while sensors inside of the 
gloves will record gloved grip strength across various workloads.   Other methods (e.g. pinch strength) will quantify 
workload performance and fatigue for unpressurized and pressurized scenarios. A thorough range-of-motion study and 
analysis will be conducted in order to better understand the current mobility issues of the suit.5 

 
 
 
 

2.  Continued Microgravity Testing at NRC 
 ISS is planning a follow-on microgravity space suit flight research campaign with FFD at NRC in October 2017. 
The objective of these tests will be an initial pressurized ‘visor-down’ demonstration of the suit through test procedures 
similar to the previous unpressurized tests. Additional flights are being planned by FFD and ISS in the Zero-G 727 
microgravity aircraft, supported by a NASA Flight Opportunity Program grant. Additional ingress and egress testing is being 
planned for the seat in analog landing and post-landing environments during these campaigns.   The following are goals for 
upcoming microgravity flights: 

● Integrate Blower: Blower systems should be researched to optimize for a flight worthy system with a flow rate of 4 
scfm continuous breathing air, hopefully constraining cost and mass. 

● Ground-based testing: Future testing should be organized to include ground-based testing and sensor data collection 
as a control to compare against flight.  This will be enabled by using a blower rather than pressurized air tanks. 

● Engage NASA: Given the added complexity and danger of visor down flights, FFD will engage NASA’s Crew 
Systems group for advice and oversight in the flight plans and protocol for visor down microgravity flights.  We will 
start with vent pressure testing before proceeding to full pressurized testing. 

● Vomitus containment inside suit: Research should be conducted to identify methods of containing vomitus inside a 
space suit.  Prototype hardware should be developed and implemented for testing.   
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● Bulkhead interface for flight and experiment controls: A bulkhead with flight or experiment controls, especially 
those involving fine motor skills and positive feedback such as trim adjustment or radio channel adjustment, should 
be developed with fixed aircraft mounts for more meaningful interface assessments.   

● New umbilical interfaces: FFD intends to simplify umbilical connectors to be both easier to use and less likely to fail 
or accidentally be disconnected. 
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